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. 3D view of phylo-decomposed human PPI network. Table S1 . Statistics of the human PPI network used in this study. Watts-Strogatz small-world graph, and (C) Barabási-Albert scaling graph. We stopped the growth when the network size reached 10,000 nodes. The approximate power-law distribution of node connectivity (degree) can be observed on the log-log plots (t=0: the initial networks, final: the final networks reaching 10,000 nodes). This behavior is ubiquitous across all age groups (G1-G5, each group contains ~2,000 nodes), regardless of initial network choices. Figure S3 . Biological pathways tend to be age homogeneous. We classified the KEGG pathways into different aged groups based on how many organisms possess the given pathways, following similar assignment criteria that we had used to classify human proteins. After that, we computed the age SD for proteins engaging in each pathway (as a measure of age homogeneity).
Subsequently, the Z-scores of observed degrees of age homogeneity were estimated via Monte-Carlo resampling procedures. Low Z-scores indicate more significant age homogeneity.
Pathways in each group are ranked in descending order of age SD. Generally, all pathways exhibit strong age homogeneity. Group  G1  G2  G3  G4  G5  G6  G1  5396  9326  10511  1613  1473  255  G2  7401  16356  2641  2291  318  G3  11998  3762  3413  412  G4  558  770  99  G5  768  126  G6 62 Table S1 . Statistics of the human PPI network used in this study.
PPI Summary
Network Context *All human PPIs in databases HPRD, DIP, IntAct, BioGRID, MINT prior to Aug. 2011, downloaded from PrePPI database
